
As an extremely sensitive zone, the fine and delicate epidermis of the eyes contour 

area gets easily marked and irritated. Based on specific plants’ extracts, the eyes 

contour peel-off mask is suitable for this delicate area. The rice powder and the 

alginate work together to make a very soft film binding the cells together and 

strengthening the skin’s function as a barrier. The marine collagen smoothes over 

the wrinkles and tightens the skin for an immediate anti-tiredness effect. The es-

sential oil of rose has regenerating and stimulating properties. 
 

A brightening complexion 

The Thaï people use the rice for its softness and its soothing effect on the skin. This 

cosmetic activity associated with the symbol of life and abundance it conveys make 

the rice the ideal ingredient for delicate treatments adapted to the more sensitive 

zones.  
 

Anti-tiredness activity 

The marine collagen is essentially made of amino acids which essentially include 

the prolin, the hydroxyprolin and the glycin: this richness gives the mask its regene-

rating power which regulates the skin elasticity. Rich in marine collagen, this mask 

smoothes the wrinkles for an instant anti-tiredness effect. The essential oil of rose 

tonifies the epidermis. 
 

Alginate, rice starch, marine collagen, essential oil of rose 

 

Dose : 10g of powder and 30mLof water. 

Pour all water at once on the powder, stir quickly and vigorously during one minute 

to get a homogeneous paste. 

Important : use water at 20°C. 

The customer must close the eyes. Protect the eyelashes with a small piece of gau-

ze. Apply the mask to the eyelids and the eye contour. The mask sets within 5-6min. 

Leave the mask to perform its function at least 15 minutes. Remove it by peeling off 

in one whole piece. 

Eyes contour  
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